We present a formalism that extends the Majorana-construction to arbitrary spin (j, 0)⊕(0, j) representation spaces. For the example case of spin-1, a wave equation satisfied by the Majorana-like (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) spinors is constructed and its physical content explored. The (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) Majorana-construct is found to possess an unusual classical and quantum field theoretic structure.
Introduction
A recent careful analysis [1] of the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) representation space has resulted in a rather surprising conclusion that bosons and antibosons in this representation space have opposite intrinsic parity (and as such provides a hitherto unknown realization of a class of quantum field theories which Bargmann, Wightman, and Wigner had classified many years ago [2] ). The physical origin of this result lies in the fact, for the example case of spin-1 studied in Ref. [1] , that in the (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) representation space C and P anticommute.
This gives a prime motive to further investigate the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) representation space.
In this paper, we study and extend the Majorana construction [3] for the ( 1 2 , 0) ⊕ (0, 1 2 ) representation space to the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) representation space of arbitrary spin. In addition to the above indicated motivation, there is significant theoretical [4, 5] and experimental [6] interest in the subject of Majorana field and further investigation of the Majorana-construct and its relationship with space-time symmetries should provide useful insights for quantum field theories of truly neutral particles. It should be noted that a few years ago, within the context of Rarita-Schwinger/Bargmann-Wigner field [7] , Radescu [8] extended the concept of the Majorana field to fermions of arbitrary spin. Recently, Boudjema et al. [9, 10] Radescu's work to bosons. As is well known, and as the authors of Ref. [10] indeed note, the massless limit of the RS/BW formalism has inherent difficulties for spins j ≥ 3 2 . In contrast, due to a theorem of Weinberg (see Sec. III of Ref. [11] ), the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) representation spaces have well-defined massless limits. This has been recently confirmed explicitly in Refs.
[ [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 12] in various contexts.
The rest of the paper is composed as follows. In the next section we begin with introducing necessary conventions and definitions by reviewing the the Dirac-like (j, 0)⊕(0, j) spinors. This is followed, in Section 3, by generalizing the concept of spin-The formalism that we develop is valid for massive as well as massless particles. To facilitate the study of the massless limit, we work in the front-form [19] Weinberg-Soper formalism [20, 21] recently developed in Ref. [12] .
The front-form [19] Dirac-like (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) covariant spinors [12] in the Weinberg-Soper formalism (in the chiral representation) are defined as:
The argument p µ of chiral-representation spinors will be enclosed in curly brackets { }. The
Lorentz transformation of the front-form (j, 0) spinors is given [12] by
and the front-form (0, j) spinors transform as
The • p µ represents the front-form four momentum for a particle at rest:
The J are the standard (2j + 1) × (2j + 1) spin matrices, and β is the boost parameter introduced in Ref. [12] 
where
with
is so chosen that in the massless limit :
a. The Dirac-like (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) rest spinors identically vanish (there can be no massless particles at rest); and b. Only the Dirac-like (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) spinors associated with h = ±j front-form helicity [12] degrees of freedom survive.
These requirements uniquely determine (up to a constant factor, which we choose to be
[with similar expressions for φ L ( (7) refer to the front-form helicity [12] degree of freedom. The reader should refer to Sec. 2.5 of Ref. [22] for an alternate discussion of the non-trivial nature (even though it appears as a "normalization factor") of the factor m j in Eq. (7). , we define the front-form (j, 0)⊕(0, j) θ-conjugate
where ξ is a c-number, and Θ [ j] is the Wigner's time-reversal operator (see Refs.: p. 61 of [24] , Eqs. 6.7 and 6.8 of the first reference in [20] , and Ch. 26 of [25] )
and * denotes the operation of algebraic complex conjugation. The parameter ξ is fixed by imposing the constraint:
The time-reversal operator Θ [ j] is defined as:
It has the properties:
. In the definition of Θ [ j] , σ and σ ′ represent eigenvalues of
and j = 1, the Θ [ j] have the explicit forms:
The properties of the Wigner's Θ [ j] operator allow the parameter ξ involved in the definition of θ-conjugation to be fixed as ± i for fermions and ± 1 for bosons. However, without loss of generality, we can ignore the minus sign [which contributes an overall phase factor to the
The existence of the Majorana spinors for the (
) representation space is usually (see, e.g., p.16 of Ref. [23] ) associated with the "magic of Pauli matrices," σ. The reader may have already noticed that i Θ [1/2] is identically equal to σ y ; and it is precisely this matrix that enters into the CP -conjugation of the (
The reason that the Majorana-like (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) representation spaces, as opposed to the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) spaces spanned by Dirac-like spinors defined by Eq. (1), can be constructed for arbitrary spins hinges upon two observations:
1. Independent of spin, the front-form boosts for the (j, 0) and (0, j) spinors have the 
transforms as (j, 0) spinor. Here, ζ = exp(i ϑ) is an arbitrary phase factor. As such we
For formal reasons, the operator multiplying φ * L (p µ ), in the definition of λ{p µ }, is written as
What we have done, in fact, is exploited the property Θ * = Θ and
Since ζ λ is yet to be determined, this introduces no loss of generality. The advantage of all this is that ρ{p µ } and λ{p µ } can now be seen as nothing but Weyl spinors (in the 2(2j + 1)-element form)
added to their respective θ-conjugates. The condition (10) is satisfied not only by Majoranalike self-θ-conjugate spinors but also by antiself-θ-conjugate spinors. Allowing for this freedom, we now fix ζ ρ and ζ λ by demanding (the defining property of the Majorana-like spinors):
and find:
The choice ζ ρ = ζ λ = + ξ yields self-θ-conjugate spinors ρ
It may be noted that the Dirac-like spinors, Eq. (1), and the Majorana-like spinors, Eqs. (13) , are the only spinors that can be introduced in any P -covariant theory 1 in the (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) representation space. The former describe particles with a conserved charge (which may be zero), while the latter are inherently for the description of neutral particles.
Before we proceed further, we make a few observations on the definition of θ-conjugation.
For the (
) case, the definition (8) 
for bosons, whether one can obtain an alternate definition of θ-conjugation (so that θ-conjugation equals CP for bosons also) to construct self/antiself-θ-conjugate objects. A simple exercise reveals that no such construction yields self/antiself-θ-conjugate objects.
The reader may wish to note parenthetically that when the result (12) is coupled with the definition of θ-conjugation, Eq. (8), we discover that the operation of θ-conjugation treats the right-handed and left-handed spinors in a fundamentally asymmetric fashion for fermions. This is readily inferred by studying the relative phases with which ξ
4. Explicit Construction of Majorana-Like (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) Spinors
We now cast these formal considerations into more concrete form by studying the (1, 0)⊕ (0, 1) Majorana-like representation space as an example. As in Ref. [12] , we introduce 3 the generalized canonical representation in the front form:
The argument p µ of canonical-representation spinors will be enclosed in square brackets [ ].
Here 1 1 is the (2j + 1) × (2j + 1) identity matrix. The boost M(p µ ), which connects the rest-spinors ψ[ (2), (3), and (17):
Using the identities (needed to evaluate M(p µ ) explicitly) given in Ref. [12] we first obtain the spin-1 ρ
. These are tabulated in Table I . The ρ S θ [ p µ ] spinors satisfy the following orthonormality relations: ρ
The front-form (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) Majorana-like spinors, Table I , should be compared with the front-form (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) Dirac-like spinors obtained in our recent work [12] . For instance, in the massless limit for the Dirac-like spinors, the h = ±1 degrees of freedom are nonvanishing and the h = 0 degree of freedom identically vanishes. On the other hand, in the massless limit, for the spin-1 Majorana-like spinors ρ
, it is only the h = +1 degree of freedom that is non-vanishing, while the h = 0 and h = −1 degrees of freedom identically vanish.
The origin of the above observation lies in the fact 4 that the (1, 0) and (0, 1) boosts, 4 Even though we make these observations for spin-1, results similar to those that follow are true for all spins (including spin- 
The quasi-projector nature of Q R (m → 0) and Q L (m → 0) is immediately observed by
To incorporate the h = −1 degree of freedom in the massless limit, and to be able to treat the massive particles without introducing manifest parity violation, we now repeat the above procedure for the λ
for the sake of completeness) spinors. We find:
with 1 1 = 3 × 3 identity matrix and
As we will see in Sec. 6, the bi-orthogonal [26] ). The bi-orthogonal nature of the Majorana-like spinors is forced upon us by self/antiself-θ-conjugacy condition (15) and cannot be changed as long as we require that the basis-spinors correspond to definite spin-projections (front-form helicity-basis in our case).
It should now be recalled that for the Dirac-like (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) spinors u σ {p µ } and v σ {p µ } , we know [1] from the associated wave equation that the u σ {p µ } spinors are associated with the forward-in-time propagating solutions (the "positive energy solutions") 
where in the front form the operators O 1 and O 2 are defined as: (23) are obtained by setting the determinant of the square bracket in Eq. (23) equal to zero. 5 Recall that the usual interpretation of the "negative energy" states as antiparticles fails (see p.
66 of Ref. [27] ) for bosons. On the other hand, the Stückelberg-Feynman framework [28] applies equally to fermions and bosons.
A simple, though somewhat lengthy, algebra transforms the resulting equation into (true for all spin-1 Majorana-like spinors, hence all reference to a specific spinor is dropped be-
= 0 . As a result, the associated dispersion relations read:
each with a multiplicity 3 (for a given ζ). Again, as seen in Refs. [15, 18, 29] , like the case for spinors contains tachyonic degeneracy. For the Dirac-like (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) spinors, we find that the tachyonic solutions can be reinterpreted as physical solutions within the context of a quartic self interaction and spontaneous symmetry breaking [29] . Here, we concentrate on the physically acceptable dispersion relations p
The wave equation satisfied by the plane wave solutions ρ{x} = ρ{p
and λ{x} = λ{p µ } exp(−iǫ p µ x µ ) is obtained by first expanding the exponentials in Eq.
(23), in accordance with the identities given in Appendix A of Ref. [12] , and then letting p µ → i∂ µ . Next, to determine, ǫ we study the resulting equation for the plane-wave solutions associated with the rest spinors. It is easily verified that for ρ{ p µ } as well as λ{ p µ }, it is not ǫ (directly) but ǫ 2 that is constrained by the relation: ǫ 2 = 1 , giving ǫ = ±1 . This is consistent with the intuitive understanding in that we cannot distinguish between the forward-in-time
propagating ("particles") and the backward-in-time propagating ("antiparticles") Majoranalike objects. The above arguments are independent of which representation we choose within the (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) representation space.
6. Majorana-Like (1, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) Field Operator
We now exploit the above considerations on the Majorana-like spinors to construct the associated field operator. Generalizing the spin-1 2 definition for a Majorana particle of Ref.
[5], we define a general (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j) Majorana-like field operator Ξ(x)
In Eq. (25), the "+" sign defines the self-θ-conjugate and the "−" sign defines the antiself-θ-conjugate field operator. The explicit chiral-representation expression for θ-conjugatiuon operator C θ as contained in Eq. (8) is
where K complex conjugates (on the right) the objects in the Majorana-like (j, 0) ⊕ (0, j)
representation space. For the example case of spin-1, when Eqs. (25) are coupled with the additional physical requirement that all helicity degrees of freedom be treated symmetrically for manifest P -covariance, the field operator Ξ(x) is determined to be
where η GK is the generalized 6 Goldhaber-Kayser phase factor; and 
(within a phase factor) to the creation operator for the plane wave ρ
6 See footnote 19 of Ref. [5] .
with similar comments applicable to A
In addition, in view of our results of Sec. 5, the association of the ρ[ p µ ] spinors with the forward-in-time propagating solutions and λ[ p µ ] spinors with backward-in-time propagating solutions in the explicit expressions of Ξ(x) above is purely a convention.
Finally, we wish to emphasize that the field operators we arrive at differ from similar expressions 7 found in literature for the ( expected to contain full physical content of a truly neutral particle.
Concluding Remarks
We have succeeded in extending the Majorana-construction for the ( 
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